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Background
Two of the most significant election pledges made by David Cameron before he surprisingly won a majority in the
House of Commons during the 2015 general election, were to renegotiate the terms of the UK’s EU membership and to
organise an in/out referendum in 2017 at the latest.
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Main renegotiation demands
Although Cameron is yet to present which powers he wants to claim back from Brussels, he has given a rough indication
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coalition government means that two or more political parties agree to share power in
government. If that does not work out, new elections may be called.

Cameron’s EU reform agenda: upcoming events
dfd

Potential challenges
 ECJ ruling on UK “right to reside” test which limits EU
citizens access to certain social security benefits
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Potential opportunities
 Catalan regional elections: 27 September 2015
Proxy for a second Scottish independence referendum.
Failure to realise Catalan independence could discourage
challenges
SNP to push for another referendum, easing fears of a UK
break-up. An independent Catalonia could strengthen calls
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break-up and boost the Yes campaign

How does a General Election actually work?

 Polish general elections: October 2015
The UK is a liberal democracy. This means that we democratically elect politicians, who
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 Spanish general elections: November/December 2015
Recent local and regional elections suggest that a centreleft government could be formed, impeding UK reform
drive

Parliamentary system

 Netherlands holds EU Presidency: January-June 2016
A reform ally in a powerful position
 Mid-term review of long-term EU budget:
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 French presidential election: March/April 2017
If the referendum has not yet taken place, this crucial
election could break open any deal Cameron may have
struck with EU leaders. A victory for the centre-right UMP
would be an opportunity to gain support that Cameron
may not have received at this
point
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 Dutch general elections: March 2017
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considering all main parties favour EU reform
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coalition government means that two or more political parties agree to share power in
government. If that does not work out, new elections may be called.

